
The Viral Genomics and Closure group at JCVI have developed a high throughput                    
pipeline to sequence the Influenza A genome. The extensive genetic variation of   
Influenza and the large number of viral samples sequenced has led the Closure and    
Software team to develop new finishing techniques and software to match the unique   
needs of this  pipeline. Closure uses a software suite, Elvira, to build contigs  from           
amplicon-based PCR reads.  Samples are tracked through the pipeline in the Closure    
Task Manager, where laboratory procedures tasks assigned and evaluated until the    
sample is finished. A combination of standard and custom primers is used in the 
finishing process to handle the highly varied Influenza genome and maintain the 
efficiency of the pipeline. To date, JCVI’s pipeline has published over 2000 complete   
Influenza genomes in Genbank.  The pipeline has recently been adapted to sequence and 
finish Influenza B, Coronavirus, and Rhinovirus samples. The evolution of the pipeline 
reflects the growth of interest in viral genomics and the need for finishing techniques      
that efficiently close highly varied genomes.
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IntroductionIntroduction
The Closure 
Task Manager 
is essential for 
tracking the 
status of viral 
samples within 
the pipeline. 
Samples are 
tracked from 
the time they 
arrive at JCVI 
through 
publication in 
GenBank.

Every member 
of the project 
team can view 
the history of a 
sample, 
including past 
statuses, and 
work performed 
by other 
members of the 
project.

Any work that  
is performed on 
a sample is 
documented in 
this reference 
log.  This 
allows every 
member of the 
project team 
the ability to 
work on any 
sample in the 
pipeline, 
regardless of 
it’s history.

Closure work  
is assigned and 
tracked 
through the 
closure task 
manager.  
Specific lab 
tasks can be 
selected from a 
drop down 
menu 
containing all 
possible 
options.

RTRT--PCRPCR
Ambiguous regions and gaps in the genome are often resolved 
by  performing RT-PCR of specific, individual amplicons that 
span the problem region.   Tasks are assigned by a member of 
the closure team.

When a sufficient number of closure tasks exist, the viral lab 
group runs a script designed to generate an automatic pick 
list of these sample specific RT-PCR  tasks,  based on the 
information stored in the project database.  The script outputs 
information linking the assigned amplicons to the correct 
Influenza samples, providing improved tracking and increased 
efficiency in performing laboratory tasks.

After the lab group completes the tasks, the excel sheet is 
updated and the samples are prepared for sequencing.  The 
closure group monitors the status of the sequencing and 
assembles the new data as it arrives.  
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Sample homepage with tracking  information All work done for  a sample is documented by the team members 

Once the samples have been assembled,
each one is manually inspected by a 
member of the closure team.  In order to 
be considered finished,  all regions of the 
genome must have at least 2x high 
quality sequence coverage as well as 2x 
amplicon coverage.  Samples that have 
areas of poor quality sequence or areas of 
low coverage require additional laboratory 
work to be performed.  Samples that are 
finished are put through and validation 
procedure and approved for submission 
to Genbank.

JCVI viral sequencing projects target closely related strains in large numbers. 
The projects rely on a reference genome sequence which is used to generate PCR 
primers for the related strains. Primers are used to tile the target genome by 
short amplicons.  Once sequenced, we turn to Elvira for assembly.  Elvira is a 
software suite developed for the unique challenge of assembling large numbers of 
PCR-amplified viral genomes.  It tracks samples, trims primer sequence and low 
quality areas, aligns to reference genomes, assembles and analyzes assembly 
output.

Amplicon Based Sequencing and AssemblyAmplicon Based Sequencing and Assembly

1. Aligned references. 

2. Degenerate primers.

3. Target RNA genome.

4. Amplicons tile genome 
but include primer & 
vector.

5. Forward & reverse reads 
include 5’ low-quality bases 
and 3’ primer & vector.

primer
vector

6. Trimmed & assembled 
reads.

Sequencing strategy.
Use closely related 
reference genome 
sequences (1)  to generate 
short degenerate primers 
(2). Perform RT-PCR on 
target genome (3) to 
produce amplicons (4). 
Each amplicon is shorter 
than a sequencing read, 
and collectively they tile 
the genome. Sequence 
each amplicon once in 
each direction to produce 
overlapping mate pairs 
(5). Use software to trim 
every read, removing 5’ 
low-quality sequence and 
3’ primer & vector 
sequence and assemble 
the full set of mated reads 
(6). Generally, the genome 
end sequence is not 
recovered.

By giving Elvira a list of sample 
identifiers, we can assemble 
multiple samples in tandem.  An 
assembly output is produced for 
each viral genome with useful 
information about assembly 
quality.  This can then be added to 
the CTM log for each sample.

Elvira Assembly Output for Sample 19234

Assembly began: 2007-05-21 07:15:54
Assembly completed: 2007-05-21 07:20:53
Elapsed time: 4:59 (299 seconds)
Assembly generated 16 exceptions
.------------------------------------------------------------------
[ 19234-PB1 ] - Missing 5' end coverage (23 bases).
[ 19234-PB1 ] - Missing 3' end coverage (21 bases).
[ 19234-NS ] - Missing 5' end coverage (16 bases).
[ 19234-NS ] - Missing 3' end coverage (21 bases).
[ 19234-NP ] - Missing 5' end coverage (14 bases).

Unique Solutions for Finishing Viral GenomesUnique Solutions for Finishing Viral Genomes

Customized primers are 
rapidly designed by closure 
personnel when primers 
from the pre-designed 
primer blocks fail to finish 
the genome. Primers are 
targeted for problem regions 
of the particular genome.

Once the primers are 
designed, closure tasks are 
entered into the CTM.  
These tasks require that 
specific attributes, or 
descriptors, be entered as a 
part of the task. This 
method ensures that the 
appropriate information is 
conveyed to the viral lab 
group, who will complete 
the RT PCR with these 
primers. Using this system, 
the closure group can track 
the success or failure of a 
primer as an attribute that 
is stored in the project 
database.

All custom primers that 
successfully amplify regions 
of the genome are added to 
a primer block and 
incorporated permanently 
into the finishing pipeline. 
Once included in a primer 
block, these custom primers 
play the same role as the 
pre-designed primers do to 
quickly finish influenza 
genomes. Custom primers 
add a flexibility component 
but also support the 
consistent stream-lined 
philosophy of the 
sequencing pipeline.

A list of all RT-PCR closure tasks that are currently assigned

The file used by the viral lab group to complete closure tasks

Task attributes allow valuable information to be tracked and viewed by all project members

Task details for a sample are easily communicated between groups

A new primer set was developed from the successful closure primers
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